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Copyright Statement
Dear users:

Thank you for buying Marvel products. We hereby certify that
this operation manual are not allowed for any pirated or illegal
version. This manual belongs to the company and not allowed to
be reproduced, translated into other languages, transmitted in any
form or used for improper purposes that would violate the rights
of the company, without the prior written consent of the company.

This manual is for reference only and does not provide any
form of guarantee.

The trademarks and names mentioned in this manual belong
to the company.

This manual may be subject to modification or change without
prior notice.



Preface

Dear users:

This manual is prepared to enable you better operate the digital signage and understand
the detailed operation procedures for your safe use.

Firstly, after you open the packing case, please immediately check, in accordance with the
packing list, whether the goods inside the packing are complete. Please read the manual
carefully before using this product, and have a detailed understanding of the basic operation,
troubleshooting and maintenance to avoid unnecessary troubles and faults.

Before starting this digital signage, please read and understand all preventive measures
and matters needing attention that are labeled in the manual and product, and fully grasp its
operation procedures.

If the operation, inspection and maintenance beyond those specified in the manual are to
be carried out, prior consultation with the after-sales service department shall be made.
Otherwise, the company is not responsible for any accidents thus caused.

In addition, during the use process, if you have any problem that needs our help and
advice, please contact our after-sales service staff for consultation; we will serve you sincerely
and make you satisfied with our services.

Special statement: we reserve the right to modify the specifications and designs of the
product and use alternative materials under necessary and appropriate circumstances (the
modification and change will not affect the quality, use purpose and appearance of the
product), and shall, in the meantime, reserve the right to explain and correct the mistakes
caused by obvious negligence and printing errors.



I. Product Overview
Hand washer digital signage was designed by Marvel team .It comes with

21.5 inch LCD screen and hand washer dispenser.For the dispenser, it can be
filled with gel ,spray or soap, And it is dispensing automatically while detecting
people’s hands. Besides the wall mounted hand dispenser build in detection
function of body temp.It’s built in multi languages voice reading automatically
to detect people’s body temp while sensing someone via face ID or face
recognition,

Languages includes
Chinese,English,Italian,Portuguese,Germany,French,Polish,Russian etc.In
addition,it gives users alarm automatically while detecting someone with
fever,The one with fever will be recorded in the cloud service and alarm in the
cloud server to remind the administrator in time.The alarm for fever includes
someone’s face, name info, body temp, and date. at the same time, all
measuring data will be stocked in the display, and it can be checked by users
via cloud service.The screen will remind administrators and users while the
sanitizer is running out , So it can be refilled in time to make it work
continuously.The prompt will be shown both in the screen of the display and
cloud server. All these infos is convenient users and administrator. For the
application can be used in shopping mall,company reception,hotel ,hospital
and so on.



II. Installation

The indoor standing digital signage is divided into three parts, The first one
is the metal plate for base, the second is the pillar,the third one is the screen.

screen



Metal plate for base



Pillar



Accessories

Keys black plastic tray brackets for tray

Remote control WiFi Antenna



M8 Socket head bolts *6 M4 flat head screws*6

LongM6 screws *4



III. Installation steps :

1.For the floor standing digital signage.

1-1.lay down the pillar and use M8 socket hed boltsto fix it with the metal

plate for base .Then it will be finished like the below picture showing



1-2.Loosen those 4 screws with Phillips screwdriver and remove the metal

plate behind the LCD screen, it’s like below showing



1-3.Then you will get those below parts



Screen without metal plate

Four M6 screws mounting metal plate

1-4.Fix the mounting metal plate with the pillar via using 4 M6 screws,Then it

is like below showing



1-5.Use 4 M6 screws fix in the backside of the display and then mount the

display in the pillar , so it is like below showing





1-6.Fix he brackets for tray in the bottom of the display, then all things will

be done, and the display will be shown like below showing



2.For the wall mounted hand washer digital signage.

2-1.Loosen those 4 screws with Phillips screwdriver and remove the metal

plate behind the LCD screen, it’s like below showing



2-2.And then fix the mounting plate in the wall

2-3.Use 4 M6 screws fix in the backside of the display and then mount the

display in the mounting metal plate.



How to refill the sanitizer ?Just have a look at
below contents





IV.Interface description

WIFI antenna:it’s for enhancing wifi signal while the screen is connecting wifi

USB 2.0 port:For USB mouse, USB keyboard, USB pen drive with media file

etc.

Power switch:For switching on/off the display

Power cord connector:Connecting with the power cord to power up the

dispay

LAN port:For Ethernet accessing to get network.



V. Notes

1. Please unplug the power supply before cleaning the screen to
ensure the digital signage is powered off. Please use a clean soft
cloth without thread to lightly wipe the screen and do not use
spray directly on the screen.

2. Do not expose the product to rains so as not to affect normal use
of the product.

3. Do not block the vents and audio holes on the chassis of the
digital signage. Don't expose the digital signage to air diffuser,
heat source, or any other equipment that may affect the normal
ventilation.

4. Don't dismantle or repair the digital signage by yourself to avoid
high-voltage electric shock. Please ask professional maintenance
staff to complete all maintenance.



5. Since the digital signage is used mostly in public places, where
voltage is not stable, which may cause equipment damage; it is
suggested to use commercial power and it must not share the
power supply with high-power equipment, like elevator. If it is
used in the place with unstable voltage, such as subway station,
please be sure to use associated voltage regulation equipment to
keep the voltage stable; otherwise it may lead to erratic operation
of the digital signage, or even burning down of it.

6. After the digital signage is installed, its security door shall be
locked to prevent the U disk from being stolen, with security
measures taken.

7. If the digital signage is not used for a long time, please unplug the
power supply, and carry out dust, moisture proof measures.



VI. Non-warranty Scope
1. Damages caused by accident, misuse, fire, lightning or other natural

accidents, unauthorized modification of the product or use without
reading the attached installation of the product.

2. Damages caused by repair by the unauthorized personnel.

3. Damages caused to the goods in the process of transportation.

4. Damages caused in move or during the installation.

5. Damages caused by reasons beyond the product, such as power supply
changes or blacks out.

6. Accessories not in conformity with the product specifications are used.

7. The serial number label is damaged, modified or torn.

8. Any other causes not related to the product.
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